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Abstract
We investigate the covariant Hamiltonian symplectic structure of General
Relativity for spatially bounded regions of spacetime. For existence of a well-
defined Hamiltonian variational principle taking into account a spatial bound-
ary, it is necessary to modify the standard Arnowitt-Deser-Misner Hamilto-
nian by adding a boundary term whose form depends on the spatial boundary
conditions for the gravitational field. The most general mathematically al-
lowed boundary conditions and corresponding boundary terms are shown to
be determined by solving a certain equation obtained from the symplectic
current pulled back to the hypersurface boundary of the spacetime region. A
main result is that we obtain a covariant derivation of Dirichlet, Neumann,
and mixed type boundary conditions on the gravitational field at a fixed
boundary hypersurface, together with the associated Hamiltonian boundary
terms. As well, we prove uniqueness results for these boundary conditions
under certain assumptions motivated by the form of the symplectic current.
Our analysis uses a Noether charge method which extends and unifies several
results developed in recent literature for General Relativity. As an illustra-
tion of the method, we apply it to the Maxwell field equations to derive al-
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lowed boundary conditions and boundary terms for existence of a well-defined
Hamiltonian variational principle for an electromagnetic field in a fixed spa-




The mathematical structure of General Relativity as a Hamiltonian eld theory is well-
understood for asymptotically flat spacetimes. As rst shown by Regge and Teitelboim
[1], with asymptotic fall-o conditions on the metric there is a modication of the stan-
dard Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) Hamiltonian [2] whose eld equations obtained from
the Hamiltonian variational principle yield a 3+1 split of the Einstein equations. The ADM
Hamiltonian itself yields the 3+1 Einstein equations only if compact support variations of
the metric are used in the variational principle. For metric variations satisfying asymptotic
fall-o conditions, the ADM Hamiltonian does not give a well-dened variational princi-
ple since its variation produces asymptotic boundary terms that do not vanish. However,
the boundary terms can be canceled by the addition of a surface integral term at spatial
innity to the ADM Hamiltonian. The resulting Regge-Teitelboim Hamiltonian yields a
well-dened variational principle for the Einstein equations with asymptotic fall-o condi-
tions on the metric. On solutions of the Einstein equations the Hamiltonian reduces to
the surface integral over spatial innity, which turns out to yield the physically important
ADM denition of total energy, momentum, and angular momentum for asymptotically flat
spacetimes. Various modern, covariant formulations of this Hamiltonian structure are known
[3{7].
A natural question to investigate is whether this Hamiltonian structure can be extended
to spatially bounded regions of spacetime. An important motivation is astrophysical appli-
cations where asymptotically flat boundary conditions are not appropriate e.g. collapse to
a black-hole, mergers of binary stars, or collision of black-holes. Another important appli-
cation is for numerical solution methods of the Einstein equations. In these situations the
spatial boundary is not an actual physical boundary in spacetime, but rather is viewed as a
mathematically dened timelike hypersurface whose boundary conditions eectively replace
the dynamics of the gravitational eld in the exterior region.
In this paper (part I) and a sequel (part II) we work out the Hamiltonian structure of
General Relativity for arbitrary spatially compact regions of spacetime with a given closed
two-surface boundary. Rather than start with given boundary conditions on the metric,
we instead seek to determine both the most general surface integral term necessary to be
added to the ADM Hamiltonian together with the most general corresponding boundary
conditions on the metric such that the modied Hamiltonian has well-dened variational
derivatives. This would yield the most general mathematically allowed variational principle
for the Einstein equations with spatial boundary conditions on the metric. To carry out the
analysis we employ the covariant Hamiltonian formalism developed in Ref. [4,8,9].
The main results are that we nd Dirichlet and Neumann type boundary conditions for
the metric at a spatial boundary two-surface and obtain the associated Hamiltonian surface
integrals. Under some natural assumptions motivated by the symplectic structure arising
from the ADM Hamiltonian, the most general allowed boundary conditions are shown to
be certain types of mixtures of the Dirichlet and Neumann ones. We also investigate the
geometrical structure of the Dirichlet and Neumann Hamiltonians. These each turn out
to involve an underlying \energy-momentum" vector at each point in the tangent space of
the spacetime at the two-surface. In the Dirichlet case, this vector depends only on the
extrinsic geometry of the spatial boundary two-surface. Most strikingly, when the vector is
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decomposed into tangential and normal parts with respect to the two-surface, the normal
part yields a direction in which the two-surface has zero expansion in the spacetime.
In Sec. II we present the covariant Hamiltonian formalism for general Lagrangian eld
theories and apply it as an example rst to investigate the Hamiltonian structure of the free
Maxwell equations for spatially compact regions of Minkowski spacetime. We show that
this analysis leads to Dirichlet and Neumann type boundary conditions on the electromag-
netic eld, corresponding to conductor and insulator type boundaries, as well as mixed type
boundary conditions which are linear combinations of the Dirichlet and Neumann ones. We
also investigate more general boundary conditions which give rise to a well-dened Hamil-
tonian variational principle for the Maxwell equations, and we obtain a uniqueness result
for the mixed type Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions under some assumptions.
The associated Dirichlet and Neumann Hamiltonians are shown to reduce to expressions for
the total energy of the electromagnetic eld, including contributions from surface electric
charge and current due to the boundary conditions.
In Sec. III we carry out the corresponding analysis of the Hamiltonian structure of
General Relativity for arbitrary spatially compact regions of spacetime with a closed two-
surface boundary, without matter elds. We make some concluding remarks in Sec. IV.
(Throughout we use the notation and conventions of Ref. [10].)
Inclusion of matter elds and analysis of the geometrical properties of the resulting
Dirichlet and Neumann Hamiltonians for General Relativity are investigated in Part II. It
is also left to that paper to discuss the relation between these Hamiltonians and the Regge-
Teitelboim Hamiltonian in the case when the two-surface boundary is taken in a limit to be
spatial innity in an asymptotically flat spacetime.
II. NOETHER CHARGE FORMULATION
First of all, consider in n spacetime dimensions a general Lagrangian eld theory for a
set of elds denoted collectively by φ. It will be assumed that these elds are dened as
sections of a vector bundle E over the spacetime manifold M , using local coordinates on M
and E. The theory will be assumed to be described by a Lagrangian n-form L(φ) which is
locally constructed out of the elds φ and their partial derivatives ∂kφ to some nite order
k (and xed background structure, if any, on M and E).












E(φ)δφ = 0 (2.2)
under variations δφ of φ with compact support on M . For arbitrary variations δφ, which
are not restricted to have compact support, one then has a variational identity
L0(φ, δφ)  δL(φ) = E(φ)δφ+ d(φ, δφ) (2.3)
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for a (n − 1)-form (φ, δφ), called the symplectic potential, obtained through formal inte-
gration by parts yielding a locally constructed formula in terms of φ, δφ, and their partial
derivatives to a nite order. The symplectic potential is used to dene the presymplectic
form on a xed hypersurface 
ΩΣ(φ, δ1φ, δ2φ) 
∫
Σ
ω(φ, δ1φ, δ2φ). (2.4)
in terms of the symplectic current (n− 1)-form ω given by
ω(φ, δ1φ, δ2φ)  δ1(φ, δ2φ)− δ2(φ, δ1φ). (2.5)
The symplectic current satises dω(φ, δ1φ, δ2φ) = E
0(φ, δ2φ)δ1φ − E 0(φ, δ1φ)δ2φ with
E0(φ, δφ)  δE(φ). Hence, ω(φ, δ1φ, δ2φ) is closed for variations on solutions,
dω(, δ1, δ2) = 0 (2.6)
where  denotes φ restricted to satisfy E(φ) = 0, and δ denotes δφ restricted to satisfy
E 0(, δφ) = 0 i.e. δ is, formally, a tangent vector eld on the space of solutions. Con-
sequently, ΩΣ(φ, δ1φ, δ2φ) is unchanged by deformations of the spacelike surface  in any
compact region of M .
In the previous constructions, note that L(φ) can be freely changed by addition of a
locally constructed exact form µ(φ), without aecting the eld equations. This changes
(φ, δφ) by addition of a locally constructed (n−1)-form δµ(φ), but leaves the presymplectic
form ΩΣ(φ, δ1φ, δ2φ) unchanged. Moreover, one can show that [4] if the eld equations are
at most second order in partial derivatives ∂kφ (k  2) of φ, then (φ, δφ) is independent
of choice of coordinates on M and E. Hence, up to its dependence on , the symplectic
structure ΩΣ(φ, δ1φ, δ2φ) is uniquely determined by E(φ) in this situation.
Definition 2.1. A eld component is dynamical with respect to , and will be denoted
by φD, if ΩΣ(φ, δ1φD, δ2φD) 6= 0 for some compact support variation δφD. Correspond-
ingly, a eld component is non-dynamical with respect to , and will be denoted by φN , if
ΩΣ(φ, δ1φN , δ2φN ) = 0 for all compact support variations δφN .
Thus, the eld variables φ can be uniquely divided into dynamical and non-dynamical
variables, where the non-dynamical elds φN describe the degenerate part of the symplectic
structure of the theory. Note there is corresponding break up of the eld equations, denoted
ED(φ) and EN (φ), which is obtained from S(φ) by variation with respect to φD and φN .
Now consider a complete, nowhere vanishing vector eld ξ on M . It will be assumed that
there exists a well-dened Lie derivative on φ associated to the dieomorphism generated
by ξ on M . Let  be a connected region contained in a xed hypersurface in M with
a closed boundary ∂. (Note, if  is simply-connected, ∂ is a closed n-2-surface in M
bounding . If  is multiply-connected, then ∂ is a disjoint union of closed n-2-surfaces.
Also, if  extends to \innity", then ∂ contains a corresponding \asymptotic boundary"
n-2-surface.)
Definition 2.2. A Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ on  is a function HΣ(ξ;φ) =
∫
Σ h(ξ;φ)
for some locally constructed (n− 1)-form h(ξ;φ) such that, on solutions,
H 0Σ(ξ; , δφ) = ΩΣ(, δφ,L) (2.7)
where L denotes the Lie derivative, and H 0Σ(ξ;φ, δφ)  δHΣ(ξ;φ).
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This is a covariant formulation of the standard Hamiltonian equations giving a break
up of the eld equations into time evolution equations and constraint equations, with the
\time" direction dened by ξ, called the time flow vector eld. In particular, the time evo-
lution equations arise from the variation of the Hamiltonian with respect to the dynamical
elds φD, H 0Σ(ξ; , δφD) = ΩΣ(, δφD,LD) yielding ED(φ) = 0, while the constraint equa-
tions arise correspondingly from the non-dynamical elds φN , H 0Σ(ξ; , δφN ) = 0 yielding
EN (φ) = 0. Note that the Hamiltonian is automatically conserved along ξ for solutions ,
i.e. LHΣ(ξ; ) = 0.
Given any vector eld ζ on M , consider the variation δφ  Lφ. If this is a symmetry
of the Lagrangian, so that
δL(φ) = L
0(φ,Lφ) = d(iL(φ)) = LL(φ), (2.8)
then one can dene a conserved Noether current (n− 1)-form J(ζ ;φ) by
J(ζ ;φ) = (φ,Lφ)− iL(φ) (2.9)
where i is the interior product. Conservation of this current simply means that, on solutions
, J(ζ ;φ) is closed
dJ(ζ ; ) = d(φ,Lφ)− d(iL(φ)) = δL− LL = 0. (2.10)




J(ζ ; ). (2.11)




LJ(ζ ; ) =
∫
Σ
idJ(ζ ; ) + d(iJ(ζ ; )) =
∮
@Σ
iJ(ζ ; ) (2.12)
where iJ(ζ ;φ) is called the flux of the Noether current. Hence, if the flux vanishes on ∂,
then the charge is conserved for solutions .
Examples of eld theories which admit a symmetry δφ = Lφ are (i) any generally-
covariant theory on a xed, background spacetime (M, g) with an isometry vector eld ζ
(i.e. Lg = 0), where L(φ) is purely a function of g, φ and its metric-covariant derivatives
rφ; (ii) any dieomorphism-covariant theory, whose eld variables φ include the spacetime
metric g, where L(φ) is purely a function of φ, curvature tensor of g, and their metric-
covariant derivatives.
For a dieomorphism-covariant theory, δφ is a symmetry for all vector elds ζ . Conse-
quently, since J(ζ ;φ) is locally constructed out of ζ , one can show that in this case [4]
J(ζ ; ) = dQ(ζ ; ) (2.13)
for some locally constructed (n − 2)-form Q(ζ ;φ), called the Noether current potential.
(Furthermore, Q(ζ ;φ) can be dened o solutions so J(ζ ;φ) = dQ(ζ ;φ) + c(ζ ;φ)EN (φ) for










In contrast, for a generally-covariant theory, J(ζ ; ) is related to the conserved stress-
energy tensor T (φ) dened by considering variations of g,
δgL(φ) = −1
2
T (φ)δg + d(φ, δg). (2.15)
One can show that [8], on solutions ,
J(ζ ; ) = iT () + dN(ζ ; ) (2.16)
for some locally constructed (n− 2)-form N(ζ ;φ).
Proposition 2.3. For any symmetry δφ = Lφ admitted by a Lagrangian L(φ), the eld
equations and symplectic potential satisfy
δE(φ) = LE(φ), (2.17)
δ(φ, δφ) = L(φ, δφ) + dψ(ζ ;φ, δφ) (2.18)
where ψ(ζ ;φ, δφ) is some locally constructed (n− 2)-form.
Proof :
Consider an arbitrary variation of the Lagrangian equation (2.8),
0 = δ(δL(φ)− LL(φ)) = δδL(φ)−LδL(φ). (2.19)
From Eq. (2.3), one has
L(δL(φ)) = L(E(φ)δφ) + Ld(φ, δφ) = (LE(φ))δφ+ E(φ)δLφ+ dL(φ, δφ), (2.20)
and similarly
δ(δL(φ)) = (δE(φ))δφ+ E(φ)δLφ+ dδ(φ, δφ), (2.21)
since δφ = Lφ. Hence, Eq. (2.19) yields
(δE(φ)− LE(φ))δφ = d(L(φ, δφ)− δ(φ, δφ)) (2.22)
holding for all δφ. By taking δφ to have compact support and integrating the expression
(2.22) over , one obtains
∫
Σ(δE(φ)−LE(φ))δφ = 0 which immediately yields Eq. (2.17).
Then Eq. (2.22) shows that L(φ, δφ)− δ(φ, δφ) is a closed (n− 1)-form holding for all
φ. Since this expression is locally constructed in terms of φ, it follows that [12,13] Eq. (2.18)
holds. tu
From these results, one nds that the variation of the Noether current is given by
J 0(ζ ;φ, δφ)  δJ(ζ ;φ)= δ(φ,Lφ)− iδL(φ)
= ω(φ, δφ,Lφ) + δ(φ, δφ)− i(d(φ, δφ) + E(φ))
= ω(φ, δφ,Lφ)− i(E(φ)δφ) + d(i(φ, δφ) + ψ(ζ ;φ, δφ)) (2.23)
using the identity i(d(φ, δφ)) = L(φ, δφ)− d(i(φ, δφ)).
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Lemma 2.4. On solutions ,
ΩΣ(,L, δφ) = −
∫
Σ
J 0(ζ ; , δφ) +
∮
@Σ
i(, δφ) + ψ(ζ ; , δφ). (2.24)
Thus, for variations δφ with compact support inside , i.e. δφj@Σ = 0,
ΩΣ(,L, δφ) = −
∫
Σ
J 0(ζ ; , δφ). (2.25)
One can then apply this result to the time flow vector eld ζ = ξ to obtain a Hamiltonian.
Theorem 2.5. The Noether current J(ξ;φ) yields a Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ on
 given by HΣ(ξ;φ) =
∫
Σ J(ξ;φ) under compact support variations δφ. For solutions ,
HΣ(ξ; ) = QΣ(ξ) is the conserved Noether charge associated to ξ.
For variations δφ without compact support, there exists a Hamiltonian if and only if one
can nd a locally constructed (n− 2)-form B(ξ;φ) such that
∮
@Σ
B0(ξ; , δφ)− i(, δφ)− ψ(ξ; , δφ) = 0 (2.26)
where B0(ξ;φ, δφ)  δB(ξ;φ). If one restricts to variations δφ = δ, then by considering a
second variation and antisymmetrizing in this equation, one obtains the necessary condition
∮
@Σ
δ1(i(, δ2) + ψ(ξ; , δ2))− δ2(i(, δ1) + ψ(ξ; , δ1)) = 0 (2.27)
for existence of B(ξ;φ). This condition can also be shown to be sucient [9].
Definition 2.6. An allowed boundary condition on φ is a set of eld expressions F(φ)j@Σ
such that for all variations δφ satisfying F 0(φ, δφ)j@Σ = 0, where F 0(φ, δφ)  δF(φ), there
exists a Hamiltonian HΣ(ξ;φ) conjugate to ξ on .
Hence one has the following main result.
Theorem 2.7. A Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ on  exists under variations δφ without
compact support if and only if
∮
@Σ
iω(, δ1, δ2) =
∮
@Σ
ψ0(ξ; , δ1, δ2) (2.28)
on solutions , where ψ0(ξ;φ, δ1φ, δ2φ)  δ1ψ(ξ;φ, δ2φ)−δ2ψ(ξ;φ, δ1φ). This determines the
allowed boundary conditions F(φ)j@Σ for the eld equations to admit a covariant Hamiltonian




J(ξ;φ) + dB(ξ;φ) (2.29)
with B(ξ;φ) given by Eq. (2.26) up to an arbitrary function of the boundary data F(φ) and
ξ. Furthermore, under the allowed boundary conditions, the Hamiltonian and symplectic
structure are independent of choice of .
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For a dieomorphism-covariant theory, or a generally-covariant theory on a background
spacetime, one can show that ψ(ξ;φ, δφ) = 0. Hence the necessary and sucient condition
for existence of a Hamiltonian becomes∮
@Σ
iω(, δ1, δ2) = 0 (2.30)
and, consequently,
B(ξ;φ) = i ~B(φ) (2.31)
holds where ~B(φ) is a locally constructed (n−1)-form. Then on solutions  the Hamiltonian




Q(ξ; ) + i ~B() (2.32)
which is a surface integral; and in the case of a generally-covariant theory,






N(ξ; ) + i ~B() (2.33)
where H(ξ; ) =
∫
Σ iT () is the canonical energy associated to  on , and HB(ξ; ) is
a surface integral term.
A. Electrodynamics
To illustrate our basic approach and the covariant symplectic formalism, we consider the
free Maxwell eld theory in 4-dimensional Minkowski spacetime (R4, ηab).
We use the standard electromagnetic eld Lagrangian, where the eld variable is the
electromagnetic potential 1-form Aa, with the eld strength 2-form dened as F ab = ∂[aAb].






= 3F [abF cd] (2.34)
where F ab =  cdab F cd is the dual eld strength 2-form dened using the volume form abcd.
A variation of the Lagrangian gives
δLabcd(A) = ∂[abcd](A, δA) + 6δA[a(∂bF cd]) (2.35)
where the symplectic potential 3-form is given by
bcd(A, δA) = 6δA[bF cd]. (2.36)
From Eq. (2.35), one obtains the eld equations
E bcd(A) = 6∂[bF cd] = 0, (2.37)




F ab = ∂
a
∂[aAb] = 0 (2.38)
which is the source-free Maxwell equations for Aa.
Let ξ
a





ηab = −1, and let  be a region contained in a spacelike hyperplane t = 0 orthogonal to
ξ
a
with the boundary of the region being a closed 2-surface ∂. Denote the unit outward
spacelike normal to ∂ in  by s
a
, and denote the metric and volume form on ∂ by
σab = ηab − sasb + tatb and ab = abcdsctd. Let t and ∂t be the images of  and ∂ under




LAa = ξe∂eAa + Ae∂aξe = 2ξe∂[eAa] + ∂a(ξeAe) (2.39)
which is the Lie derivative of Aa with respect to ξ
e
. Denote the metric compatible derivative
operator on ∂ by Da.
The Noether current 3-form associated to ξ
a
is given by
Jabc(ξ, A) = abc(A,LA) + 4ξdLabcd(A) = 6F [bcLAa] + 12ξdF [abF cd], (2.40)
which simplies to
Jabc(ξ, A)= 6F [bcj(2ξeF eja] + ∂a(ξeAe)) + 12F [abF cd]
= 6∂[a(F bc]ξdAd) + 12ξd(F d[aF bc] + F [abF cd])− 6ξeAe∂[aF bc]
= 6∂[a(F bc]ξdAd) + 2ξeabcd(δdeFmnFmn − 4F enF dn)− ξeAeEabc(A) (2.41)
after use of Eqs. (2.37) and (2.39). Hence, one obtains the Noether current on solutions Aa,
Jabc(ξ, A) = 6∂[a(F bc]ξdAd) + 2ξeabcd(δdeFmnFmn − 4F enF dn). (2.42)
(Note, one easily sees that this 3-form Jabc(ξ, A) is closed but is not exact, i.e. there does
not exist a Noether current potential Qbc(ξ, A).) Correspondingly, the Noether charge on




















This expression simplies in terms of the electromagnetic stress-energy tensor dened by
T
d

















































The symplectic current on  is given by the 3-form
1
6
ωbcd(δ1A, δ2A) = δ1A[bδ2F cd] − δ2A[bδ1F cd]. (2.46)














Hence, for compact support variations δAa around solutions Aa, the Noether charge gives a












up to an inessential boundary term.
To dene a Hamiltonian HΣ(ξ;A) for variations δAa without compact support, it follows
from Theorem 2.7 that the term ξ
c
abc(A, δA) in Eq. (2.47) needs to be a total variation at




abc(A, δA)j@Σ = (ξcδ ~Babc(A) + ∂[aαb](ξ;A, δA))j@Σ (2.49)









(ξ; δ1A, δ2A) = 
cb
δ1αb(ξ, A, δ2A)− cbδ2αb(ξ, A, δ1A) (2.51)















(δ1Aeδ2F cd − δ2Aeδ1F cd) (2.52)
with
hab = σab − tatb. (2.53)
This leads to the following main result.
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Proposition A.1. A Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ
a
on  exists for variations δAa with





(δ1Ab∂[aδ2Ac] − δ2Ab∂[aδ1Ac])j@Σ = Dc ~βc(ξ; δ1A, δ2A) (2.54)
for some locally constructed vector ~βa(ξ, δ1A, δ2A) in T (∂) which is skew bilinear in
δ1A, δ2A. The solutions of Eq. (2.54) of the form δFa(A)j@Σ = 0 give the allowed boundary
conditions Fa(A)j@Σt, t  0, for a Hamiltonian formulation of the Maxwell equations in
the local spacetime region t, t  0. For each boundary condition, there is a corresponding






































(δ ~Babc(A)− 6δA[aF bc])j@Σ = ab∂aαb(ξ;A, δA)j@Σ (2.58)
with αb(ξ;A, δA) given by Eq. (2.51). Note,
~Ba(A) is unique up to adding an arbitrary
function of the xed boundary data Fa(A).
The Hamiltonian eld equations associated to HΣ(ξ;A) are given by
δHΣ(ξ;A)  H 0Σ(ξ;A, δA) = ΩΣ(δA,LA) (2.59)
in terms of the presymplectic form (2.47). These eld equations split into dynamical equa-
tions and constraint equations, corresponding to a break up of Aa into dynamical and non-
dynamical components determined by the degeneracy of the presymplectic form. Through





















(δ1Aeδ2F cd − δ2Aeδ1F cd)d3x. (2.60)
Now, by decomposition of Aa = PAa + PΣAa into components
PAa = −ξaξbAb,PΣAa = σ ba Ab + sasbAb, (2.61)
one immediately sees that ΩΣ(δ1PA, δ2PA) vanishes, where P and PΣ are the projection
operators orthogonal and tangential to , respectively. Hence we obtain the following result.
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Aa is a non-
dynamical eld while σ
b
a Ab and s
b
Ab are dynamical elds. The corresponding eld equations
are given by H 0Σ(ξ;A, δPA) = 0 and H 0Σ(ξ;A, δPΣA) = ΩΣ(δPΣA,LA), which yield
P(∂aF ab) = −ξb∂aΣ(ξcF ac) = 0, (2.62)
PΣ(∂aF ab) = ∂aΣF ab − L(ξaF ab) = 0, (2.63)
where ∂
a
Σ = (PΣ) ab ∂b is the divergence operator on . These eld equations arise equivalently
by variation of PAa,PΣAa in the Lagrangian (2.34)
Proof:
By combining the Hamiltonian expression (2.55) and the presymplectic form equation





















holding for arbitrary variations δAd. Consequently, using the decomposition (2.61), one sees
that a variation δPAa yields P(∂bF ab) = 0, and a variation δPΣAa yields PΣ(∂bF ab) =
0. These equations reduce to Eqs. (2.62) and (2.63) by means of the identities ∂bF
ab
=
(P) cb ∂cF ab + (PΣ) cb ∂cF ab and ξbξc∂cF ab = ξbLF ab = L(ξbF ab). tu
The results in Propositions A.1 and A.2 take a more familiar form if expressed in terms
of the electric and magnetic elds on  dened by Ea = 2ξ
b
F ab, Ba = ξ
bF ab, which are




Ba = 0). A convenient notation now is to write vectors
in T () using an over script !, and more generally, for tensors on M denote tangential
and normal components with respect to  by subscripts k and ?, and denote components
orthogonal to t by a subscript 0. Then we have
~E = ~∂A0 − ∂0 ~A, ~B = ~∂  ~A. (2.65)
Thus, the Hamiltonian eld equations (2.62) and (2.63) become
~∂  ~E = A0 − ∂0~∂  ~A = 0, (2.66)
∂0
~E − ~∂  ~B = (−∂02 + ) ~A + ~∂(∂0A0 − ~∂  ~A) = 0, (2.67)
where  = ~∂  ~∂ is the Laplacian on . Therefore, the dynamical eld equation is the
Maxwell evolution equation and the non-dynamical eld equation is the Gauss-law constraint
equation, with ~A as the dynamical variable and A0 as the non-dynamical variable in the



























B. Dirichlet and Neumann Boundary Conditions
Two immediate solutions of the determining equation (2.54) with ~β
a
= 0 are boundary




b δAaj@Σt = 0, ξaδAaj@Σt = 0, t  0 (2.70)
or equivalently δAk = δA0 = 0, for t  0, called Dirichlet boundary conditions, i.e.





δF acj@Σt = 0, saξcδF acj@Σt = 0, t  0, (2.72)
or equivalently ∂?δAk = ∂kδA?, ∂?δA0 = ∂0δA?, for t  0, called Neumann boundary
conditions, i.e.
FNa (A) = h ba scF bc. (2.73)
Theorem B.1. For the boundary conditions (D) or (N), a Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ
a






















































~E2 + ~B2 d3x+ 6
∮
@Σ
( ~A  ~B)? dS. (2.77)
Proof:












F de − σadδAaseF de)
= 0 (2.78)





















with ~Babc = 6A[aF bc]. tu
Note that for both boundary conditions (D) and (N), the surface integral terms in the






















There is simple physical interpretation of the (D) and (N) boundary conditions: (D)
involves xing ~Ak and A0 at ∂t for t  0, which means ~Ek and ~B? are specied data at the
boundary surface as a function of time. Hence the free data is ~Bk and ~E? (analogous to a
conductor) which determine the the surface current density and charge density, respectively;
(N) reverses the role of the free and xed data at the boundary surface, so now ~Bk and ~E?
are specied as a function of time (analogous to an insulator), while the free data is ~Ek
and ~B?. This involves xing F?k =
1
2
Ls(Ak − ∂kχ) and F?0 = 12Ls(A0 − ∂0χ) which are
gauge-equivalent to specifying the normal derivative of ~Ak and A0 at ∂t in t, for t  0,
where χ is given by Lsχ = A?.
Moreover, the Hamiltonians (2.75) and (2.77) can be interpreted as expressions for the
total energy of the electromagnetic elds, with the surface integral parts representing the
contribution from the electric charge density and current density at the boundary surface
induced by the specied data there [14].
C. Determination of allowed boundary conditions























F ac, or equiva-
lently ~Ak, A0, ~E?, ~Bk, as symplectic boundary-data at ∂. Hence, in solving the determining
equation (2.54) for the allowed boundary conditions on Aa, it is then natural to restrict
attention to boundary conditions involving only this data. (Some remarks on more gen-
eral boundary conditions are made at the end of this section.) To proceed, we suppose
that the possible boundary conditions are linear, homogeneous functions of the symplectic





, σbc, bc at the boundary surface. We call this type of boundary condition an
intrinsic boundary condition.
Theorem C.1. The most general allowed intrinsic boundary conditions
F b( ~Ak, A0, ~E?, ~Bk; ξ, s, σ, ) (2.83)
for existence of a Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ
a
on  are given by
15




b (b0δAc + a0s
a





δF ac)j@Σt = 0, t  0 (2.86)
for any constants a0, b0 (not both zero), a1, b1 (not both zero).
Proof:
First, we show that ~β
a
= 0 without loss of generality in Eq. (2.54). Note the left side
is algebraic in δAa, δF ab = ∂[aδAb]. Since the right side necessarily involves at least one















Dc ~βc = δ1Abδ2Acσ ea ∂eβabc + δ2Ac∂(aδ1Ab)βabc − δ1Ac∂(aδ2Ab)βabc
+δ2Ac∂[aδ1Ab]β
abc − δ1Ac∂[aδ2Ab]βabc. (2.89)
Hence, since there are no ∂(aδAb) terms on the left side of Eq. (2.54), it follows that
β
(ab)c
δAc = 0. (2.90)







































for some tensor β
ca


















= 0. Thus the right side of Eq. (2.54) vanishes.





(δ1Ab∂[aδ2Ac] − δ1Ab∂[aδ1Ac])j@Σ = 0, (2.95)
which we are now free to solve as a purely algebraic equation in terms of the variables δAb





(δ1Abδ2F ac − δ1Abδ2F ac) = 0. (2.96)
It is straightforward to show from the form of Eq. (2.96) that the only solution which is
linear, homogeneous in the previous variables is given by
1
c









are some symmetric tensors orthogonal to s
a
, such that Eq. (2.97) can






δF ab, and either σ
b




δF ab. Since we require the























for some constants a0, a1, b0, b1 with a0 6= 0 or b0 6= 0, and a1 6= 0 or b1 6= 0. This yields the
general solution (2.85) and (2.86) given in the Theorem. tu
We conclude with some short remarks on uniqueness of these boundary conditions.
Note that the intrinsic boundary conditions (2.85) and (2.86) are linear combinations
of the tangential and normal parts of the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions,













F ca as boundary data at ∂t for t  0. Theorem C.1
gives a uniqueness result for these mixed boundary conditions under the natural assumption
(2.83) about the general type of boundary condition considered on the elds at the boundary
surface. If the assumption is loosened, then there exist additional boundary conditions
allowed by the determining equation (2.54).
In particular, one can trade o some of the mixed boundary conditions on the sym-
plectic boundary-data for boundary conditions involving the symmetrized derivatives of
Aa at ∂. For example, an allowed boundary condition satisfying Eq. (2.54) is given by
F(A) = (ξaAa, σab∂aAb, σabsc∂(bAc)) or equivalently
ξ
a
δAaj@Σt = 0, σab∂aδAbj@Σt = 0, σabsc∂(bδAc)j@Σt = 0, t  0 (2.99)



















where Ddse = σ md σ ne ∂msn is the extrinsic curvature of ∂ in . Hence the corresponding
surface integral term in the Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (2.80) with








III. ANALYSIS OF GENERAL RELATIVITY
We now apply the Noether charge analysis to General Relativity, specically to the
vacuum Einstein equations for the gravitational eld in a spatially bounded spacetime region.
It is straightforward to also include matter elds, as we discuss later.
For General Relativity without matter sources, the starting point is the standard La-
grangian formulation of the Einstein equations with the spacetime metric as the eld vari-
able. It turns out, however, that the analysis is considerably simplied by introduction
of a tetrad. Moreover, taking into account local rotations and boosts of the tetrad, the
boundary conditions and resulting Hamiltonians that arise in the tetrad formulation are
equivalent to those obtained purely using the metric formulation, up to a boundary term in
the presymplectic form.
After setting up some preliminary notation and results in Sec. IIIA, we will rst consider
a Dirichlet boundary condition as explained in Sec. III B. Then we will carry out details of
the Noether charge analysis with the Dirichlet boundary condition using the tetrad formu-
lation of General Relativity in Sec. IIIC. The resulting Dirichlet Hamiltonian for General
Relativity is summarized in Sec. IIID where we will discuss the equivalence between the
metric and tetrad formulations. In Sec. III E we will investigate a Neumann boundary con-
dition and corresponding Hamiltonian, along with more general boundary conditions and
Hamiltonians. The main result will be to establish uniqueness of mixed Dirichlet-Neumann
boundary conditions for existence of a Hamiltonian formulation of General Relativity. Fi-
nally, in Sec. III F we will briefly discuss the form of the covariant eld equations arising
from the Dirichlet and Neumann Hamiltonians.
A. Preliminaries
On a given smooth orientable 4-dimensional spacetime manifold M , let gab be the space-
time metric tensor, abcd(g) be the volume form normalized with respect to the metric, and
gra be the covariant (torsion-free) derivative operator determined by the metric.
Now let ξ
a
be a complete, smooth timelike vector eld on M , and let  be a region con-
tained in a spacelike hypersurface with the boundary of the region being a closed orientable
2-surface ∂. Let s
a





denote the unit future timelike normal to ∂ orthogonal to s
a
. Denote the metric tensor
and volume form on ∂ by








gab = σab + sasb − tatb, (3.3)
abcd(g) = 12t[asbcd]. (3.4)











sa = 0 (3.5)
for some scalar function N and vector function N
a
on ∂. It is convenient to extend the
previous structures o of ∂ as follows. Let V be the spacetime region foliated by the images
of  under a one-parameter dieomorphism on M generated by ξ
a
, and let B be the timelike
boundary of V foliated by the images of ∂. Fix a time function t which is constant on
each of the spacelike slices in V dieomorphic to  under ξa and which is normalized by
ξ
a
∂at = 1, such that t = 0 corresponds to . Then B is a timelike hypersurface in M whose
intersection with spacelike hypersurfaces t given by t = const in V consists of spacelike




, σab, ab, N , N
a
be extended to ∂t, and let na denote the
unit future timelike normal to t parallel to ∂at.
Note that, by construction, sa is hypersurface orthogonal to B and hence
s[c∂bsa] = 0. (3.6)
If ta is expressed as a linear combination of sa, ∂at, then since ∂at obviously is hypersurface
orthogonal to ∂t, it follows that
s[dtc∂bta] = 0. (3.7)
In addition, note that s
a
∂at measures the extent to which t fails to be orthogonal to B.
For later use, let (P@Σ) ba and (Pt) ba be coordinate projection operators onto the tangent
spaces of the 2-surfaces ∂t and the integral curves of t
a
, and let (PB) ba = (P@Σ) ba + (Pt) ba ,
which is the projection operator onto the tangent space of the timelike hypersurface B.
Note that these operators are independent of the spacetime metric, as they involve only the
manifold structure of B and ∂t in local coordinates in M .
Consider a variation of the spacetime metric, δgab. This can be decomposed into parts
δgab = δσab + 2s(aδsb) − 2t(aδtb). (3.8)
By hypersurface orthogonality, one has identities
δsa = sas
b
δsb, δta = sas
b










δσcd − σ ca tbtdδσcd. (3.10)
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= −sbδσab, σabδtb = −tbδσab, (3.19)
sbδs
b
= −sbδsb, tbδsb = −tbδsb, tbδtb = −tbδtb. (3.20)




















To conclude this section, we cast the previous presentation in terms of an orthonormal
frame θ

a for gab on M .








































































 − tt = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1) is the Minkowski frame-metric. This leads















a = 0. (3.26)














In the decomposition (3.22) to (3.25) of the frame, the coecients are taken to be xed
constants on M so that under a variation δgab,






































δ = δ = 0. (3.33)







δsa − tδta, (3.34)
δθ
a
 = −θaθcδθc = δσ a + sδsa − tδta. (3.35)
B. Dirichlet boundary condition
There is a natural motivation for a Dirichlet boundary condition on the gravitational
eld in the Einstein equations in analogy with the Maxwell equations where the tangential
components of the electromagnetic eld potential Aa are specied at the boundary. Here,
\tangential" means a projection orthogonal to the normal direction s
a
of timelike boundary
hypersurface in the spacetime. For General Relativity, similarly one can introduce a Dirichlet
21
boundary condition given by specifying the tangential components of the spacetime metric
gab at the 2-surfaces ∂t. This boundary condition is expressed equivalently by conditions
on the variation of the metric tensor
δσabj@Σt = 0, δtaj@Σt = 0, t  0. (3.36)
Geometrically, this means that the metric given by
hab = σab − tatb (3.37)
on the timelike boundary hypersurface B is specied data, so it is held xed under variations
of gab,
δhab = 0 on B. (3.38)
The geometrical form (3.38) of the Dirichlet boundary condition is often introduced when
one considers an action principle for General Relativity on a spacetime manifold with a xed
global timelike boundary hypersurface [10,15,16]. We will see in the next section that this
boundary condition in the form (3.36) emerges naturally from the Noether charge analysis
for existence of a Hamiltonian formulation of General Relativity for a spatially bounded
local spacetime region.
Note that, from the relations (3.16) to (3.20), one can decompose the Dirichlet boundary
condition (3.36) into an intrinsic part
δh
abj@Σt = −hachbdδhcdj@Σt = 0, t  0 (3.39)
and an extrinsic part
habδs
bj@Σt = −sbδhabj@Σt = 0, t  0 (3.40)
with respect to the timelike hypersurface B. The intrinsic part corresponds to xing just
the metric PBhab restricted to the tangent space of B, where the projection PB removes

















The Dirichlet boundary condition has a simple formulation in terms of the orthonormal
frame θ




















Then the Dirichlet boundary condition (3.36) is equivalent to
δh

a j@Σt = 0, t  0 (3.45)
with intrinsic part
δh
aj@Σt = 0, t  0 (3.46)
























An additional useful identity is given by
δh
c
a = −(scδsa + saδsc) = −sah cb δsb (3.50)
and therefore PBδh ca = 0.
Finally, note that the intrinsic part of the Dirichlet boundary condition on the frame
decomposes into
δσ
aj@Σt = 0, δtaj@Σt = 0, t  0. (3.51)
The full, extrinsic Dirichlet boundary condition is necessary and sucient for δh
c
a j@Σt =
0, t  0.
C. Noether charge analysis
The standard Lagrangian 4-form for General Relativity (without matter sources) is given
by
Labcd(g) = abcd(g)R(g) (3.52)
where R(g) = Rab(g)g
ab
is the Ricci scalar, Rab(g) = R
c
















∂dgac) is the metric connection. The stationary points of the action functional S(g) =∫
M Labcd(g) under compact support variations of gab yield the vacuum Einstein equations
Rab(g) = 0 (3.53)
23
for the spacetime metric.
Now we introduce a tetrad formulation, using an orthonormal frame θ





a (θ) = θ
bgraθb = 2θb[∂[aθ]b] − θbθcθa∂[bθc]. (3.54)






gr[aθb] = ∂[aθb]. (3.55)
The curvature of this connection is given by
R

ab (θ) = 2∂[aΓ
















ab (θ) = Rab(g)θ
b




b (θ) = R(g).
With θ

a as the eld variable, the Lagrangian (3.52) becomes









cd (θ) . (3.58)
For later use, let
~Γa(θ) = Γ





cd (θ) = 2∂[a
~Γ

b] − ~Γ [[a (θ)Γ ]b] (θ). (3.60)
To calculate a variation of the tetrad Lagrangian (3.57), we use the equation
δ ~R

ab (θ) = 2∂[aδ
~Γ














−θbθc(δθa∂[bθc] + θa∂[bδθc]). (3.62)























after integration by parts and use of equation (3.55), which yields the symplectic potential
3-form
24






The eld equations for θ

a obtained from Eq. (3.63) are given by










(θ) = 0, which is equivalent to the vacuum Einstein equations
(3.53).
The Noether current associated to ξ
a
is given by the 3-form





cL~Γa](θ) + 24ξdθ[cθd ~Rab](θ) (3.66)
with the rst term obtained from the variation of the frame connection (3.62) after replacing
δθ

a by the Lie derivative
Lθa = ξe∂eθa + θe∂aξe (3.67)
and using the fact that Lie derivatives commute with exterior (skew) derivatives. We now
simplify the rst term in Eq. (3.66) as follows. First we express
























cL~Γa](θ) = ∂[a(12θb θc]ξe~Γe(θ))− 12ξeθ[bθc ~Ra]e(θ) (3.69)
through use of the identity (3.60). Next we combine the second terms in both Eqs. (3.66)
and (3.69) to get
−12ξeθ[bθc ~Ra]e(θ) + 24ξdθ[cθd ~Rab](θ) = ξeabcd(g)(4δdeR(g)− 8R de (g)). (3.70)
Thus, one obtains the Noether current
Jabc(ξ; θ) = ∂[aQbc](ξ; θ)− ξeθeEabc(θ) (3.71)
where






On vacuum solutions θ

a , the Noether current reduces to an exact 3-form
Jabc(ξ; θ) = ∂[aQbc](ξ; θ). (3.73)
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is the volume element on ∂ in local coordinates.
Now the symplectic current on  is given by the 3-form
1
24


















δQab(ξ, θ)− 3ξcabc(θ, δθ). (3.77)
Consequently, for compact support variations δθ

a on , the Noether charge denes a Hamil-
















δH(ξ; θ) = ΩΣ(θ, δθ,Lθ) =
∫
@Σ
δQab(ξ, θ)− 3ξcabc(θ, δθ) (3.79)
for vacuum solutions θ












































where d is the coordinate volume element on  obtained from the volume form abcdn
d
(analogously to Eq. (3.75)).
To dene a Hamiltonian HΣ(ξ; θ) for variations δθ

a without compact support, it follows
from Theorem 2.7 that the term ξ
c
abc(θ, δθ) in Eq. (3.79) needs to be a total variation at





abc(θ, δθ)j@Σ = (ξcδ ~Babc(θ) + ∂[aαb](ξ; θ, δθ))j@Σ (3.81)





abc(θ, δθ)j@Σ = abξcδ ~Babc(θ, δθ)j@Σ + σ dc ∂d ~αc(ξ; θ, δθ)j@Σ (3.82)
where ~α
c
(ξ; θ, δθ) = 
cb
αb(ξ; θ, δθ). From Eq. (3.64) for the symplectic potential, the left-side








































Substitution of expression (3.83) into Eq. (3.82) yields the following result.
Proposition 3.1. A Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ
a
on  exists for variations δθ

a with





δ ~Babc(θ)j@Σ = 32(ξct[s]θc θaδΓ a (θ))j@Σ − σ dc ∂d ~αc(ξ; θ, δθ)j@Σ (3.84)
holds for some locally constructed 3-form ~Babc(θ) in T
() and locally constructed vector
~α
c








































aj@Σt = 0, t  0, (3.86)
and we derive the corresponding Hamiltonian boundary term.
Consider the left-side of Eq. (3.84). The boundary condition (3.86) yields δσ
aj@Σ = 0










δ ~Babc(θ)j@Σ = δ(abξc ~Babc(θ))j@Σ. (3.87)

















a (θ))− ξct[s]Γ a (θ)(θaδθc + θc δθa). (3.88)
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Then, using orthogonality relations (3.5) and (3.9) we nd that the second term in Eq. (3.88)










(sδtc − tδsc) = −sξctctbδtb = 0 (3.89)
since δt































a (θ) = 0.




c ~Babc(θ)− 32t[s]ξcθc θaΓ a (θ))j@Σ = −σ dc ∂d ~αc(ξ; θ, δθ)j@Σ (3.92)
which obviously is satised by
ξ











(ξ; θ, δθ) = 0. This veries Proposition 3.1 using the intrinsic Dirichlet boundary
condition (3.86).
Finally, from expressions (3.93) for ξ
c ~Babc(θ) and (3.72) for Qbc(ξ, θ), we obtain a Hamil-























Γc(θ)− 2t[s]θc θdΓ d (θ)). (3.94)
Hence, the Hamiltonian boundary term takes the form






where P c(θ) = Γc(θ)t

s
 − tcθasΓ a (θ) + scθatΓ a (θ). This expression is simplied by
using identities (3.3) and (3.25), which yield





grdθa − tcsσbdgrbθd + sctσbdgrbθd. (3.96)
Then the complete Hamiltonian (3.85) is given by












eR(θ))d +HB(ξ, θ). (3.97)
This Hamiltonian is unique up to adding an arbitrary function of the Dirichlet boundary
data h
a
 to P c(θ). Thus, we have the following main result.
Theorem 3.2. For the intrinsic Dirichlet boundary condition (3.86), there exists a
Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ
a
on , given by Eq. (3.97). On vacuum solutions θ

a , this
Hamiltonian reduces to the surface integral (3.95) and (3.96).
28
D. Dirichlet Hamiltonian
On vacuum solutions of the Einstein equations, the Hamiltonian (3.95) and (3.96) with
the Dirichlet boundary condition (3.86) holding on the timelike hypersurface B bounding




a = ta, ϑ
1











which denes a specic orthonormal frame ϑ








a = −δ0, s = saϑa = δ1 . (3.99)





Theorem 3.3. For the Dirichlet boundary condition (3.86), a Hamiltonian conjugate
to ξ
a


















grdsa − tcσbdgrbsd + scσbdgrbtd. (3.101)
We refer to HD(ξ;ϑ) as the Dirichlet Hamiltonian for the gravitational eld in the local
spacetime region V, and PDc (ϑ) as the Dirichlet symplectic vector associated to the boundary
2-surfaces ∂t. Note that, since ξ
a
lies in B, it follows that only the rst two terms in PDc (ϑ)
contribute to HD(ξ;ϑ). The signicance of the full expression for P
D
c (ϑ) and its resulting
geometrical properties are discussed in Part II.
The general form of the Hamiltonian (3.95) and (3.96) diers from the special form
(3.100) and (3.101) when evaluated in an orthonormal frame other than one adapted to the
boundary 2-surfaces ∂t. In particular, we obtain the relation
P c(θ) = P
D
c (ϑ)− σ dc t∂ds + tcσb∂bs − scσb∂bt (3.102)
and so the general form of the symplectic vector P c(θ) diers from P
D
c (ϑ) by various gradient
terms. These terms can be understood by considering a change of orthonormal frame
θ

a ! Uθa (3.103)
where U

 is a SO(3,1) transformation acting in the frame bundle of the spacetime (M, g)






and det(U) = 1, where
U
−1
 is the inverse of U













The transformations (3.103) are a gauge symmetry of the tetrad formulation for General
Relativity. Under the change of orthonormal frame, one has
Γ

a (θ) = θ
b

graθb ! Γ a (Uθ) = U−1θbgra(Uθb ) = U−1UΓ a (θ) + U−1∂aU,
(3.104)
and so, through substitution of Eq. (3.104) into the curvature (3.56),
R

ab (θ) ! R ab (Uθ) = U−1UR ab (θ) (3.105)
after cancellations of terms. Hence the Lagrangian (3.57) for the eld variable θ

a is gauge
invariant. As a consequence, it is straightforward to see that the symplectic structure given
by the symplectic potential (3.64) and current (3.76) must be gauge invariant. In particular,
note that one has δΓ







a (θ) where the gradient term from Eq. (3.104)
drops out of the variation since it has no dependence on θ

a . This explicitly establishes the
gauge invariance of abc(θ, δθ) and hence of ωabc(θ, δ1θ, δ2θ).
However, the Noether charge (3.72) fails to be gauge invariant due to its explicit de-
pendence on the frame connection. Consequently, it follows that the gradient terms in the
symplectic vector (3.102) derive from a gauge transformation on the frame connection under
















The gauge invariance of the symplectic structure arising from the tetrad formulation of
the Lagrangian means that the symplectic potential (3.64) and current (3.76) are equivalent
to manifestly gauge-invariant ones derived using the metric formulation of General Relativity
with gab as the eld variable. It can be shown that one has
abc(g, δg) = abc(θ, δθ) + ∂[ct
0ab]
( g, δg) (3.106)
where t0ab( g, δg) is a locally constructed 2-form, and so the symplectic potentials are equiva-
lent to within an exact 3-form. This contributes a boundary term to the presymplectic form
obtained from the metric Lagrangian Labcd(g),







(δt0ab( g,Lg)− Lt0ab( g, δg))dS. (3.107)
Correspondingly, the Noether charge 2-formQab(ξ, g) arising in the metric formulation diers
from Qab(ξ, θ) in the tetrad formulation by the term t
0ab
( g,Lg). Explicitly, using the metric











cgrcsd − 2(scLtc + tcLsc). (3.108)
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Here the rst term in Eq. (3.108) is simply the Noether charge (3.72) evaluated in the






















since PB(gr[csd]) = 0 by hypersurface orthogonality of sd. The second term in Eq. (3.108)
simplies through the hypersurface orthogonality relations (3.6) and (3.7), leading to
t







where α, β are scalar functions dened by
sa = α∂as, ta = −N (∂at+ β∂as) (3.112)
with
Lt = ξe∂et = 1,Ls = ξe∂es = 0. (3.113)
Hence we obtain the relation

ab
Qab(ξ, g) = 
ab




A similar relation can be shown to hold between the respective symplectic vectors arising
in the tetrad and metric Hamiltonian formulations of General Relativity. In particular, by
direct calculation, one nds that with gab as the eld variable the full Dirichlet boundary
condition (3.36) yields a Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ
a
on  whose boundary term is given
by















This diers from the symplectic vector in the tetrad formulation by the same gradient
term occurring in the Noether charges (3.114). The extrinsic part (3.40) of the Dirichlet
boundary condition is necessary in obtaining this Hamiltonian, because of the boundary
term in the presymplectic form (3.107). Interestingly, in the case when ξ
a
is orthogonal to
t, then β = 0, and one nds that the weaker, intrinsic Dirichlet boundary condition (3.39)
is sucient for existence of the metric Hamiltonian (3.115) and (3.116). Moreover, in this
case the presymplectic form (3.107) and symplectic vector (3.116) are exactly the same as
the ones obtained in the tetrad formulation using the adapted orthonormal frame (3.98).
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E. Determination of allowed boundary conditions
Using the general results in Sec. II, we see that the necessary and sucient condition
on variations δθ

a for existence of a Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ
a
on  is given by antisym-









(ξ, θ; δ1θ, δ2θ) = 
ab
δ1αb(ξ, θ; δ2θ)− abδ2αb(ξ, θ; δ1θ). (3.118)
To begin, we simplify the expression given in Eq. (3.76) for ωabc(θ, δ1θ, δ2θ). First, using
Eq. (3.83) for abc(θ, δθ) and taking into account the orthogonality ξ
a























through the frame decomposition (3.43). Now we substitute the identity graθb = h ca grcθb−
sas






cgrcθb ) = 0. (3.120)


























abc(h). Hence, we obtain















a = 0, sK

a = 0. (3.124)
From Eq. (3.122), by taking an antisymmetric variation and then using Eq. (3.49) for the






 − h d h e δ1h e )δ2K d − (δ2h d − h d h e δ2h e )δ1K d
)
. (3.125)
Substitution of this expression into equation (3.117) yields the following result.
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Theorem 3.4. A Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ
a


















(ξ, θ; δ1θ, δ2θ)j@Σt (3.126)
holds for some ~β
a
(ξ, θ; δ1θ, δ2θ) satisfying Eq. (3.118). The Hamiltonian is given by
Eq. (3.97) with boundary term HB(ξ, θ) =
∫




(PBδ ~Babc(θ)− 8abc(h)h d δK d ) = PB∂[aαb](ξ, θ; δθ). (3.127)
Equation (3.126) determines the allowed boundary conditions on variations δθ

a for exis-
tence of a Hamiltonian formulation (3.97) for the vacuum Einstein equations. To proceed,
we now parallel the analysis of the similar boundary condition determining equation for the
Maxwell equations in Sec. IIA.
Obvious solutions of the determining equation (3.126) are given by δh
a
 j@Σt = 0, t  0,
which is the Dirichlet boundary condition (3.86) already considered, and by
δK

a j@Σt = 0, t  0 (3.128)
which we call the Neumann boundary condition. For the boundary condition (3.128), it
follows from Eqs. (3.85) and (3.127) that the corresponding Hamiltonian boundary term is
given by















by a derivation similar to Eq. (3.96). In the orthonormal frame (3.98) adapted to the
boundary 2-surfaces ∂t, we have
P
N
c (ϑ) = t
agrcsa (3.131)
We refer to this as the Neumann symplectic vector associated to the boundary 2-surfaces
∂t. Moreover, in this frame the Neumann boundary condition (3.128) becomes
δK










which is the extrinsic curvature of the timelike boundary hypersurface B in (M, g). Thus,
geometrically, the Neumann boundary condition corresponds to xing the frame components






grcsb) = 0 on B. (3.134)
These components measure the rotation and boost of the hypersurface normal sa with resect
to the frame h

a under displacement on B.
We now investigate more general boundary conditions. Note that, on the left-side of the




ωabc(θ, δ1θ, δ2θ) involves only the eld variations PBδh a
and PBδK a = PBδ(sh ca Γ a (θ)). We call h a and K a the symplectic boundary data at
∂t and consider boundary conditions of the form
δFa(h c , K c )j@Σt = 0, t  0 (3.135)
where Fa(h c , K c ) is locally constructed as an algebraic expression in terms of the symplec-
tic boundary data and xed quantities (including the spacetime coordinates). We call (3.135)
a mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary condition if Fa(h c , K c ) is a constant-coecient lin-
ear combination of the parts P@Σh a , Pth a , P@ΣK a , PtK a of the Dirichlet and Neumann
boundary data in (3.86) and (3.128). Here the projections with respect to P@Σ and Pt remove
all components proportional to sa.
An analysis of the boundary condition determining equation (3.126), given later, leads
to the following main results.
Theorem 3.5. The only allowed mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions for
existence of a Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ
a
on  are given by
PB(a0δK a + b0δh a )j@Σt = 0, t  0 (3.136)
or equivalently
Fa(h c , K c ) = a0PBK a + b0PBh a (3.137)
for constants a0, b0 (and β
a
= 0 in Eq. (3.126)). In the cases a0 = 0 or b0 = 0, respectively
Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, the corresponding Hamiltonian boundary terms
are given by Eqs. (3.100) and (3.96), and Eqs. (3.129) and (3.130). In the case a0 6= 0, b0 6=
0, the corresponding Hamiltonian boundary term is given by







P c(θ) = P
N




(Note, the boundary terms here are unique up to adding an arbitrary function of the boundary
data (3.137) to P c(θ).)
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Note that Eq. (3.136) represents a one-parameter a0/b0 family of boundary conditions. In
particular, in contrast to the two-parameter family of analogous mixed Dirichlet-Neumann
boundary conditions (2.84) allowed for the Maxwell equations, here decompositions of the
symplectic boundary data with respect to P@Σ and P do not yield boundary conditions
satisfying the determining equation (3.126).
The form of the mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary condition (3.136) suggests we also
consider boundary conditions specied by a trace part and trace-free part with respect to
the boundary hypersurface frame h

a :
δF^ (h c , K c )j@Σt = 0, δF^a(h c , K c )j@Σt = 0, t  0 (3.140)
with h
a




















a = δ ln jhj (3.142)




a is the trace of K

a and h = det(h

a ) is the determinant of the frame
components h

a in local coordinates.
Theorem 3.6. Allowed boundary conditions (3.140) for existence of a Hamiltonian
conjugate to ξ
a






a K)j@Σt = 0, t  0 (3.143)
(a0δK + b0δ ln jhj)j@Σt = 0, t  0 (3.144)
or equivalently






for constants a0, b0 (and β
a
= 0 in Eq. (3.126)). The corresponding Hamiltonian boundary
term is given by



















(which is unique up to adding a term depending on an arbitrary function of the boundary
data (3.145)).
Finally, we remark that the mixed boundary conditions in Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 admit
the following two generalizations.
First,
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F^ (h,K) = b(x,K, ln jhj), ∂
K
b 6= 0 (3.148)
for arbitrary functions a(x,K, ln jhj), b(x,K, ln jhj).
Second,




for an arbitrary function b(x,K, ln jhj) with the function a(x,K, ln jhj) now satisfying the
linear partial dierential equation
(∂
K









obtained from the determining equation (3.126). The general form of a is given by solving
















in terms of the variables ln jhj, K, a. For instance, if b is taken to be linear homogeneous in
K , then one has b = λK , a = f(x, λK ln jhj)jhj 23 λ3λ−1 , where λ = const and f is an arbitrary
function.
Proofs of Theorems:
Since any boundary condition locally constructed out of the symplectic boundary data
is linear homogeneous in PBδh a and PBδK a , we begin by nding all such solutions of the
determining equation (3.126).
First we show that ~β
a
= 0. The right-side of Eq. (3.126) necessarily involves terms with
at least one derivative on δθ

a , while only rst-order derivatives of δθ

a appear on the left-side
of Eq. (3.126) through
PBδK a = sh ca δΓ c (θ) (3.152)








a(θ) locally constructed out of θ

a and xed quantities. This yields, for the

























= −α cba(θ). (3.155)









































c = 0. (3.158)
Moreover, we must have
sc~α
(be)c
 (θ) = 0 (3.159)
so that Eq. (3.158) involves only δh

a . Similarly, as the remaining terms in Eq. (3.156) must
involve only δh

a , it follows that
sb ~α
[be]c
(θ) = 0, sc~α
[be]c
(θ) = 0. (3.160)
The algebraic equations (3.159) and (3.160) are straightforward to solve, taking into account







 (θ) + α2
abc






















 = −σ ae σ bd σ cf α2edf , α3a = σ ae α3e[], α4ca = σ cb σ ad α4bd[].
(3.162)












 which is locally constructed only out of xed quantities since it is a scalar













 − αγδ − αγδ + αδγ). (3.164)
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 − α(γ[δ)] = (ttγα3[] + t(α4γ)[] + α2γ[])η. (3.166)












































for some α0. Next we contract Eq. (3.165) with s and substitute Eq. (3.170), which yields
α0(s)σ
γ
 − σ  αγ(s) = sσ  α(δγ). (3.171)














The same expression arises from a similar analysis of Eq. (3.166). Now, substitution of



















[] = 0. (3.174)









 = 0. (3.175)
Hence, from Eq. (3.161), we have α
bc




Consequently, the determining equation (3.126) reduces to
(δ1h
d
 − h d h e δ1h e )δ2K d − (δ2h d − h d h e δ2h e )δ1K d = 0 (3.176)









d − δ2h e δ1K d ) = 0. (3.177)
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Then the algebraic solution of Eq. (3.177) in terms of PBδh e and PBδK d has the form
1
b
aPBδh b + 2baPBδK b = 0 (3.178)




































is the symmetric part of 
b














is the trace part of 
b
a in the frame h

a . Thus, we have established the following result.
Lemma 3.7. All solutions of the determining equation (3.126) for allowed boundary
conditions that are linear homogeneous in PBδh a and PBδK a have the form (3.178) where
the coecient tensors are given by Eq. (3.180).
Now, for mixed Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions, we take
1
b
a = a1(P@Σ) ba σ  + a0(Pt) ba tt (3.183)
2
b
a = b1(P@Σ) ba σ  + b0(Pt) ba tt (3.184)
where a0, a1, b0, b1 are constants. Then the requirement (3.180) leads directly to
a0 = a1, b0 = b1. (3.185)
Substitution of Eqs. (3.183) to (3.185) into Eq. (3.178) yields the mixed Dirichlet-Neumann
boundary conditions (3.136).



























which are easily veried to satisfy the requirement (3.180).
This completes the proofs of Theorems 3.5 and 3.6. tu
As a concluding remark, we note that Lemma 3.7 yields the following necessary and
sucient determining equations for nding all boundary conditions (3.135).
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Lemma 3.8. All allowed boundary conditions of the form Fa(h c , K c )j@Σt = 0, t  0, for
existence of a Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ
a





































We will leave a general analysis of the boundary condition determining equations (3.188)
and (3.189) for elsewhere.
F. Covariant Hamiltonian field equations
To conclude this section, we give a brief discussion of the Hamiltonian eld equations for
General Relativity using the covariant symplectic formalism in Sec. II.
Given a Hamiltonian conjugate to ξ
a
on , the associated eld equations are obtained
through the presymplectic form (3.77) by














e d = 0 (3.190)
with H 0Σ(ξ; θ, δθ))  δHΣ(ξ; θ). These eld equations split into evolution equations and
constraint equations with respect to  corresponding to a break up of θ

a into dynamical
and non-dynamical components determined by degeneracy of
ΩΣ(θ, δ1θ, δ2θ) =
∫
Σ







ndωabc(θ, δ1θ, δ2θ)d. (3.191)











a − nan)δ2(negreθb )− δ2(θa − nan)δ1(negreθb )).
(3.192)
This expression immediately leads to the following result which is analogous to Proposi-
tion A.2 for the Maxwell equations.
Proposition 3.9. For a Hamiltonian HΣ(ξ; θ) conjugate to ξ
a
on , Pnθa = −nanbθb is
a nondynamical eld while PΣθa = θa + nan is a dynamical eld. The corresponding eld











R(θ) = 0, (3.193)
PΣR a (θ) = 0. (3.194)
These eld equations arise equivalently by variation of Pnθa ,PΣθa in the Lagrangian (3.57).
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, and use of the Gauss-Codacci equations, one nds
that the nondynamical eld equations (3.193) yield the standard constraint equations for
General Relativity [10]
R +K2 −KabKab = 0,DbKbc −DcK = 0 (3.195)
where, with respect to the hypersurface , Rab and Kab are the Ricci curvature and extrinsic
curvature of the metric PΣgab, R = R aa and K = K aa are the corresponding scalar curva-
tures. Similarly, one nds that the dynamical eld equations (3.194) yield the geometrical
equations
LnKbc +Rbc +KbcK − 2KbeK ec − abac −D(bac) = 0 (3.196)
where ab = n
egrenb is the acceleration of the hypersurface normal nb. Note that, since
one has na / ∂at in terms of the time function t associated to the hypersurfaces t, a Lie
derivative with respect to n
a
can be regarded geometrically as dening a \time derivative"
in the direction orthogonal to . (Alternatively, one can write n
a
= N (∂/∂t)a +N a using
a lapse N and shift N a, so that 1NLn decomposes into an ordinary time derivative with
respect to t and a spatial derivative with respect to the shift.) Then it follows that the
previous geometrical equation for LnKbc together with the extrinsic curvature equation Kbc =
1
2
LnPΣgab constitute a covariant formulation of the standard Hamiltonian time-evolution
equations for General Relativity.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have given a mathematical investigation of boundary conditions on the
gravitational eld required for existence of a well-dened covariant Hamiltonian variational
principle for General Relativity when spatial boundaries are considered. In particular, a
main result is that we obtain a covariant derivation of Dirichlet, Neumann, and mixed
type boundary conditions for the gravitational eld in any xed spatially bounded region
of spacetime. We show that the resulting Dirichlet and Neumann Hamiltonians lead to
covariant Hamiltonian eld equations which are equivalent to the standard 3+1 split of
the Einstein equations into constraint equations and time-evolution equations. In addition,
we obtain a uniqueness result for the allowed boundary conditions based on the covariant
symplectic structure associated to the Einstein equations.
However, we do not address the purely analytical issue of whether the boundary-initial
value problem for the Einstein equations is well-posed with these boundary conditions (i.e.
do there exist solutions of the Einstein equations satisfying the boundary conditions, initial
conditions, and constraints). For work in that direction, see e.g. Ref. [17].
The covariant symplectic formalism we use in the investigation of boundary conditions
for the Einstein equations unies and extends some basic results developed in the recent
literature [4,8,11,9]. A further interesting generalization of our results would be to treat a
spacetime region whose spatial boundary is dynamical e.g. a black-hole horizon or Cauchy
41
boundary. We note that boundary conditions for this situation may be investigated by
allowing the time-flow vector eld to depend on the spacetime metric instead of being a
xed quantity. This analysis will be pursued elsewhere.
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